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INTRODUCTION

Meet Kindbody.
We’re on a mission to make health,
fertility & family-building care
more modern, welcoming, and
accessible for all.
We are the doctors, technology,
beneﬁt provider and a network of
partner clinics.
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INTRODUCTION

What we do.
GYNECOLOGY
● Well-Woman Check
Ups
● Urgent gyn visits
● Contraception/IUD
● Pap smears
● PCOS
● Endometriosis
● Fibroids
● Preconception

FERTILITY
● Fertility Assessments
● Virtual Consultations
● Egg Freezing
● Embryo Freezing
● IUI & IVF
● Donor egg/
Donor sperm
● Genetic testing

360 WELLNESS
● LGBTQ Services
● Donor & Surrogacy
● Mental Health
● Nutrition
● Acupuncture
● Doulas
● Lactation Consultation
● Life & Back-to-Work
Coaching
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FERTILITY 101

Fertility 101:
Why this Matters.
We’re taught our entire life how not
to get pregnant.
When we’re ready, we don’t
know where to begin. We want to
take the guesswork out for you.

We want to make that right.
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FERTILITY 101

What we should know.
When it comes to fertility,
the most important thing
to think about is age.
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FERTILITY 101

Let’s start at
the beginning.

By the time we reach our ﬁrst
period, we’re already down to
300,000-400,000 eggs.

We’re born with all the
eggs we’re ever going to
have - about 2 million.

From there, whether we’re on birth
control and actually bleed or not, we
lose up to 1,000 eggs every month.

We think it’s unfair too.
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FERTILITY 101

What’s the talk about age 35?
35
Doctors typically point
to 35 as the age at
which fertility declines.

But this isn’t just
a switch that turns
off one day.
As we age, our eggs
age with us.

1 out
of 10
Women experience
premature low ovarian
reserve under the
age of 35.
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FERTILITY 101

Both quality &
quantity matter.
As we get older, both the
quality and the quantity
of our eggs declines.

Egg quality is impacted by age.
Poor egg quality can result in an
increased risk of miscarriage, or of a
passing on a genetic abnormality.
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FERTILITY 101

The reality is...
You’re never too young
(or too old) to learn more
about fertility, how it works,
and where things stand.
You can be proactive.
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COMMON QUESTIONS

When are we
most fertile?
If you have a regular cycle,
your most fertile days are
day 10-14 of your cycle; day
one being the ﬁrst day of
your period.

Period

Fertile Days

Ovulation

We’re fertile for ~5 days a month.
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FERTILITY WORKUP

How does
ovulation work?
Each month your body recruits a set of
eggs to start growing and maturing.
Your brain sends a signal to the batch
that was recruited for the month to help
just one of those eggs fully mature.

The uterus and ovulation.
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FERTILITY WORKUP

What factors
impact fertility?
Our bodies function as a whole,
responding to our everyday routines
and environments.
Note: While some lifestyle factors may
affect fertility, birth control is one factor
that does not.

Factors that may affect fertility are:

Diet & Lifestyle
Family History
Mental Health
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At the end of the day...
There is no magic formula,
and everyone is different.
The only way to really know is
to learn more about where
you personally stand.
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YOUR NEXT STEPS

What you can do:
Initial Consultation
1 1:1 consultation with a fertility specialist
2 Discussion of medical history & family
planning goals

3 Personalized plan & next steps

The ﬁrst step of your fertility journey.

established based on consultation
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FERTILITY OPTIONS

Bloodwork & ultrasound
4 Internal Ultrasound, which lets us count your
follicles (egg cells) to see how many eggs your
body is recruiting for the month

5 Bloodwork for fertility hormones including AMH
We work together to determine your timeline.
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FERTILITY OPTIONS

What we learn
from the results.
The Fertility Assessment will tell you more
about the quantity of your eggs.
It will not tell you more about quality - we
don’t know that until the egg retrieval.
But, a general rule of thumb is that the
quality declines with age.

Fertility Assessment Results in portal.
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FERTILITY OPTIONS

You have options.
EGG FREEZING
EMBRYO FREEZING
FERTILITY TREATMENT (IUI, IVF)
THIRD PARTY (EGG/SPERM DONOR,
GESTATIONAL CARRIER)
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EGG FREEZING

What is
Egg Freezing?
Pressing pause.
Egg freezing is the process of
extracting eggs from the ovaries
and freezing them for later use.
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EGG FREEZING

Should you consider
Egg Freezing?
1

How old are you?

2

How many kids are in your ideal family?

3

How old will you be when you have your ﬁrst child?

4

How old will you be when you have your last child?

Start by asking yourself these 4 questions.
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EGG FREEZING

How does Egg
Freezing work?
Let’s go back to ovulation.
Each month, your body recruits a
set of eggs from your ovaries to
start growing and maturing.
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With fertility care,
we are opportunistic.
During Egg Freezing & IVF we
give you the same hormone that
is released by your brain to help
you fully mature a whole batch of
eggs, not just the one.
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EGG FREEZING

How do the
hormones work?

We stimulate your ovaries, so you can
produce more eggs for the retrieval.
You’ll administer hormone injections
for about 10 days to help your batch of
eggs for the month mature.
We monitor your progress for those 10
days to make sure you’re responding to
the medication correctly.

We have tutorials to walk you through this.
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EGG FREEZING

What is the
timeline?
This is a 10- 14 day
process, which includes
the hormone injections
and the trigger shot.
Your stimulation calendar.
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How does the
egg retrieval work?
It’s a 10-15 minute
procedure, during which
you are put under light
anesthesia.
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OPTIONS

Egg vs. Embryo
Freezing.
Embryo freezing allows you to
genetically test embryos now, but
requires and commits you to a
sperm source.

With current tech, success rates are the same

Egg
Freezing

Freezing eggs that can
be fertilized with sperm
at a later time.

Embryo
Freezing

Fertilizing eggs with
sperm at this time.
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What comes next.
Eggs or embryos will be stored in
a facility for as long as you want.
Our hope is for you to get
pregnant naturally. But, if you
need those eggs, you will be able
to use them through IVF.
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IVF

What is IVF (In
Vitro Fertilization)?
How IVF works
This process is the same as Egg or Embryo
Freezing up until the egg retrieval.
At that time, the eggs are fertilized by sperm in a
lab and the embryo is implanted into the uterus.
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INFERTILITY

What does it
mean to be “Infertile”?

1/8

Couples
experience
infertility

1/3

Of infertility cases
are
male factor

“Infertility” Deﬁned.
Infertility is deﬁned as the inability to get or
stay pregnant after one year of trying.
If you’re over 35, it’s deﬁned as the inability to
get or stay pregnant after 6 months of trying.
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YOUR OPTIONS

You have options.
TREATMENT OPTIONS
Ovulation Induction
IUI
IVF

FAMILY-BUILDING OPTIONS
Egg donors
Sperm donors
Gestational Carriers
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YOUR OPTIONS

Fertility Work Up.
KEY TESTING FOR FERTILITY
Saline Sonogram
Femvue
HSG
Semen Analysis
Genetic Carrier Screening
Pre-conception blood work
Prenatal vitamins & Supplements
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Your next steps...
Whether you’re actively
trying to get pregnant today,
tomorrow, or maybe someday.
Knowledge is power. Empower
yourself and plan for your future
by learning about your options.
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Your Kindbody Beneﬁts through
Activision Blizzard

Annie Tran
Senior Director, Enterprise
Program Management
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YOUR BENEFIT

Kindbody Family Building Package.
Regular Full Time Employees & Spouse/Domestic Partners Enrolled in Collective Health (CH) or Centivo Plans
FERTILITY CYCLES Including IVF, IUI & Egg/Embryo/Sperm
Preservation (Includes 1 Year of Storage Duration with
Applicable Cycles)

2 KindCycles per lifetime* for eligible fertility services.
If after 2 KindCycles you have not achieved a live birth, you will be eligible for 1
additional KindCycle. The beneﬁt will not cover more than a total of 3 KindCycles
per lifetime.

FERTILITY MEDICATION

Offered through Kindbody’s preferred pharmacy, Schraft’s. Included as part of
applicable KindCycles.

THIRD PARTY REPRODUCTION (DONOR & SURROGACY) &
ADOPTION SERVICES

Up to $20,000 available for reimbursement per lifetime (Only available to regular
full-time employees after 6 months of service)

KINDBODY NETWORK

Access to Kindbody Signature clinics and network of partner clinics

GYNECOLOGY SERVICES**

CH members have access to covered gynecology services at Kindbody Signature
Clinics in addition to those providers in the CH network. Centivo members should
obtain gynecology services only with providers in the Centivo network.

*Lifetime maximum includes the cycles previously completed under Progyny. Fertility cycles and medications are subject to any applicable deductible and coinsurance.
**Gynecology services are subject to any applicable deductible, copay or coinsurance as described by your medical plan.
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YOUR BENEFIT

Kindbody Family Building Package.
Temporary Full Time Employees Enrolled in Collective Health (CH) CDHP Plan
FERTILITY CYCLES Including IVF, IUI & Egg/Embryo/Sperm
Preservation (Includes 1 Year of Storage Duration with
Applicable Cycles)

2 KindCycles per lifetime* for eligible fertility services.
If after 2 KindCycles you have not achieved a live birth, you will be eligible for 1
additional KindCycle. The beneﬁt will not cover more than a total of 3 KindCycles
per lifetime.

FERTILITY MEDICATION

Offered through Kindbody’s preferred pharmacy, Schraft’s. Included as part of
applicable KindCycles.

THIRD PARTY REPRODUCTION (DONOR & SURROGACY) &
ADOPTION SERVICES

Not available under the Kindbody beneﬁt

KINDBODY NETWORK

Access to Kindbody Signature clinics and network of partner clinics

GYNECOLOGY SERVICES**

CH members have access to covered gynecology services at Kindbody Signature
Clinics in addition to those providers in the CH network.

*Lifetime maximum includes the cycles previously completed under Progyny. Fertility cycles and medications are subject to any applicable deductible and coinsurance.
**Gynecology services are subject to any applicable deductible, copay or coinsurance as described by your medical plan.
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YOUR BENEFIT

Kindbody Family Building Package.
Regular Full Time Employees Enrolled in Kaiser or Full Time Employees Who Waived Medical Coverage
FERTILITY CYCLES Including IVF, IUI & Egg/Embryo/Sperm
Preservation (Includes 1 Year of Storage Duration with
Applicable Cycles)
FERTILITY MEDICATION

Not available under the Kindbody beneﬁt*

Not available under the Kindbody beneﬁt

THIRD PARTY REPRODUCTION (DONOR & SURROGACY) &
ADOPTION SERVICES

Up to $20,000 available for reimbursement per lifetime (Only available to regular
full-time employees after 6 months of service)

KINDBODY NETWORK

Not available under the Kindbody beneﬁt

GYNECOLOGY SERVICES**

Access to providers in the Kaiser or Employee’s respective insurance carriers’
network

*Fertility services and medications are available under your Kaiser plan. If you waived coverage offered through Activision Blizzard, please verify coverage with your medical carrier.
**Gynecology services are subject to any applicable deductible, copay or coinsurance as described by your medical plan.
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YOUR BENEFIT

Kindbody Family Building Package.
All Kindbody Members Have Access to the Following
A dedicated Patient Care Navigation team
Organizations and resources to help navigate donor, surrogacy and adoption services
Kindbody’s virtual wellness/holistic health services at a discounted rate
LGBTQ+ family-building options
White-glove guidance for care path
Live & virtual event
A personalized patient portal
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YOUR BENEFIT

Fertility
KindCycles.
Each treatment is valued at a certain
portion of a full KindCycle.
Treatments can be mixed & matched
to reach a total of 2 KindCycles. If you
have not achieved a live birth, you will
be eligible for 1 additional KindCycle.
Preimplantation genetic testing for
aneuploidy (PGT-A) is included where
applicable.

All Cycles can be used with donor eggs, embryos and/or sperm when applicable.
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YOUR BENEFIT

Continuity of Care.
●

In partnership with Activision Blizzard, Kindbody has executed a Continuity of Care process that will make the
transition seamless for those who started fertility treatment prior to January 1, 2022 and are currently in the middle
of treatment:
○

If your current provider is in network with Kindbody, there will be no disruption. You will be able to
continue to see the provider under the new Kindbody beneﬁt.

○

If your current provider is not in network with Kindbody, Kindbody will pursue single case agreements with
the providers/clinics. If the clinics are not agreeable, you will continue to be able to see the provider/clinic for
a period of 90 days (from January 1 - March 31, 2022).
■

Kindbody will offer a “KindCard” solution where funds for the fertility treatment are loaded upfront for
members to pay the out-of-network providers (applicable deductible and coinsurance will apply).

■

The “KindCard” solution is to help minimize disruption for members in the middle treatment. Note:
beginning April 1, 2022, to be eligible for the Kindbody beneﬁt, members must seek care at a Kindbody
in network (partner or Signature) clinic.
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YOUR BENEFIT

Continuity of Care (cont).
●

Example of a member in the middle of treatment:
●
During the month of November 2021, Jane completed an Embryo Freezing cycle; freezing 2 embryos. She is
currently under the care of a clinic that is out-of-network (OON) with Kindbody.
●
Jane is scheduled for a Frozen Embryo Transfer procedure on December 28th to transfer one of the 2
embryos.
●
January 9th, 2022, conﬁrmed the transfer was not successful. Jane plans to start another frozen embryo
transfer cycle at the end of January. Will she still be able to work with her current OON clinic for the
additional transfer?
○
Yes, any members who are in the middle of treatment at an OON clinic as of 1/1/2022 will have a 90
day grace period (January 1 - March 31, 2022) to continue to seek services at that clinic. Activision
Blizzard and Kindbody have worked out an arrangement to ensure there’s no disruption in your care.
●
Kindbody will pre-fund your services for the OON clinic via a pre-paid debit card (aka “KindCard”); there are
steps you will need to take to obtain the quote from your clinic, then upload to the portal.
●
During the 90 day grace period, your Patient Care Navigator can help you ﬁnd a comparable in-network
provider .
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YOUR BENEFIT

Continuity of Care (cont).
●

All members in the middle of treatment will receive an email addressing your speciﬁc
situation.

●

Please reach out to a Kindbody Patient Care Navigator to guide you through the transition;
they will help you with the KindCard process as well and support you in ﬁnding an in-network
provider:

855-423-2286
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YOUR BENEFIT

How does it work?
Your Kindbody fertility beneﬁt is closely
coordinated with your Collective Health CDHP.
All fertility services (aka KindCycles) are subject to
the CDHP plan’s medical deductible, co-insurance
and out-of-pocket (OOP) maximums.

Example 1: In this scenario, you are enrolled on an
employee only Collective Health CDPHP plan. You
have a deductible of $1500, co-insurance of 80/20,
and out-of-pocket max of $4,500

Insurance
Pays

DEDUCTIBLE

REMAINING
BALANCE

Once you’ve reached your OOP, covered
treatments & medications will be covered
in full with no additional cost to you.
$6,800
Note: Diagnostic testing will be covered under your Collective Health CDHP medical plan and are
subject to any applicable deductible, coinsurance and out-of-pocket expenses.

CYCLE
COST

$10,000

You
Pay

- $1,500
$8,500

Insurance
Pays

You
Pay

80%

20%

$ 1,500

$ 1,700
$3,200

But not to
exceed the
$4,500 OOP
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YOUR BENEFIT

How does it work?

Example 2: In this scenario, you are enrolled on an
employee only Collective Health PPO plan. You have a
deductible of $500, co-insurance of 90/10, and
out-of-pocket max of $3,000

Your Kindbody fertility beneﬁt is closely coordinated
with your Collective Health PPO plan.
Insurance
All fertility services (aka KindCycles) are subject to
the PPO plan’s medical deductible, co-insurance
and out-of-pocket (OOP) maximums.

Pays

CYCLE
COST
DEDUCTIBLE

REMAINING
BALANCE

Once you’ve reached your OOP, covered treatments
& medications will be covered
in full with no additional cost to you.
$8,550
Note: Diagnostic testing will be covered under your Collective Health PPO plan and are subject to any
applicable deductible, coinsurance and out-of-pocket expenses.

$10,000

You
Pay

- $ 500
$9,500

Insurance
Pays

You
Pay

90%

10%

$ 500

$ 950
$1,450

But not to
exceed the
$3,000 OOP
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YOUR BENEFIT

How does it work?

Example 3: In this scenario, you are enrolled on an
employee only Collective Health EPO plan. You have a
deductible of $0, co-insurance of 80/20 and
out-of-pocket max of $1,500

Your Kindbody fertility beneﬁt is closely coordinated
with your Collective Health EPO plan.
Insurance
All fertility services (aka KindCycles) are subject to
the EPO plan’s medical deductible, co-insurance
and out-of-pocket (OOP) maximums.

Pays

CYCLE
COST
DEDUCTIBLE

REMAINING
BALANCE

Once you’ve reached your OOP, covered treatments
& medications will be covered in full with no
additional cost to you.
$8,000
Note: Diagnostic testing will be covered under your Collective Health PPO plan and are subject to any
applicable deductible, coinsurance and out-of-pocket expenses.

You
Pay

$10,000
-$

0

$10,000

Insurance
Pays

You
Pay

80%

20%

$

0

$2,000
$1,500

But not to
exceed the
$1,500 OOP
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YOUR BENEFIT

How does it work?
Your Kindbody fertility beneﬁt is closely
coordinated with your Centivo EPO plan.
All fertility services (aka KindCycles) are subject to
the Centivo EPO plan’s medical deductible,
co-insurance and out-of-pocket (OOP)
maximums.
Once you’ve reached your OOP, covered
treatments & medications will be covered
in full with no additional cost to you.

Example 4: In this scenario, you are enrolled on an
employee only Centivo EPO plan. You have a
deductible of $0, fertility services co-insurance of
80/20, and out-of-pocket max of $1,500

Insurance
Pays

CYCLE
COST
DEDUCTIBLE

REMAINING
BALANCE

$8,000

Note: Diagnostic testing will be covered under your Collective Health PPO plan and are subject to any
applicable deductible, copay, coinsurance and out-of-pocket expenses.

You
Pay

$10,000
-$

0

$10,000

Insurance
Pays

You
Pay

80%

20%

$

0

$2,000
$ 1,500

But not to
exceed the
$1,500 OOP
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YOUR BENEFIT

Kindbody
In-Network Locations.
Activision Blizzard employees have access
to all in-network locations, including
Kindbody Signature Clinics and partner
clinics:
Kindbody Signature Locations: San
Francisco, Silicon Valley, New York, Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Austin, Denver, & and
Minneapolis.
300+ In-Network Partner Clinics across the
country.

Minneapolis

San Francisco

New York
Princeton

Denver

Silicon Valley
Los Angeles
Orange County

Atlanta
Austin
Orlando

Kindbody Clinics
Kindbody Partner Clinics
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YOUR PROVIDERS

Kindbody Providers

Dr. Lynn Westphal
Kindbody Chief
Medical Officer
REI

Dr. Nastaran Foyouzi
Kindbody REI

Dr. Anupama Rambhatla
Kindbody Ob/Gyn

Dr. Aimee Seungdamrong
Kindbody REI

Dr. Nicole Browne
Kindbody REI

Dr. Fahimeh Sasan
Founding Physician
Kindbody Ob/Gyn
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YOUR SIGNATURE CLINICS

Kindbody Clinics
Los Angeles
Santa Monica

San Francisco
88 Sutter St

Los Angeles
Century City Mall

Flatiron
102 Fifth Ave
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YOUR BENEFIT

Activate your
Membership.
STEP ONE
Go to kindbody.com/activate-kindbody-beneﬁt

STEP TWO
Create your account with your name and email address

STEP THREE
Input membership activation code (case sensitive):
●
●
●

Regular full time employees, spouses/partners enrolled
in the Collective Health or Centivo plans: KINDABK
Temporary full time employees enrolled in the Collective
Health plan: KINDABK1
Regular full time employees enrolled in Kaiser or waived
coverage: KINDABK2
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YOUR BENEFIT

Activate your
Membership.
STEP FOUR
Enter your unique ID
Employees: this is your Employee ID
Spouses/Partners: Employee + ‘S’ at the end

STEP FIVE
Scroll to agree to terms & conﬁrm activation
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YOUR BENEFIT

Access your Beneﬁt.
Online booking tool for Kindbody
clinics & virtual holistic providers
(Holistic Health services are self-pay
at discounted rates).
Patient portal full of fertility
resources.
24/7 access to results, messaging,
and journey.
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DISCUSSIONS

QUESTIONS?
Let’s chat.
EmployeeBeneﬁts@kindbody.com
855-423-2286
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